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Behaviour and Discipline Policy 
Reviewed by the Full Governors Committee, October 2023 

 

Torquay Boys’ Grammar School is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of 
students and young people in its care. 
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This policy aims to: 

¶ Provide a consistent approach to behaviour management 

¶ Outline our system of rewards and sanctions 

¶ Summarise the roles and responsibilities of different staff within the school 

community with regard to behaviour management. 

¶ Outline how students are expected to behave 

¶ Define what we consider to be unacceptable behaviour, including bullying. 

 

3. Legislation & Statutory Requirements 

This policy is based on advice and guidance from the Department for Education (DfE) on 
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• Sexual - Explicit sexual remarks, display of sexual material, sexual gestures, unwanted 

/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Anti-Bullying-Policy-and-Procedures.pdf
/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Anti-Bullying-Policy-and-Procedures.pdf
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• Support their child in adhering to the student code of conduct 

• Inform the school of any changes in circumstances that may affect their child’s 

behaviour 

• Discuss any behavioural concerns with the class teacher/tutor promptly 

 

7. Student Code of Conduct 

Students are expected to follow the twin ideals of respect and responsibility – show respect 
for others and school property and always take responsibility for your, actions. 

¶ Conduct - Always behave well whether through your actions, appearance, 
attitude or language. 

¶ Health and Safety - Always behave in a safe and responsible manner. 
¶ Boundaries and Access 
¶ Only use allocated areas and stay within the school grounds during the school 

day. 
¶ Punctuality 
¶ Always endeavour to be on time 
¶ Attendance 
Always be present at school where possible - attendance is a legal requirement. 

¶ Food and Drink 
¶ Only eat and drink in designated areas. 
¶ Property 
¶ Always treat school and individual property with respect. 
¶ School Work and Learning 
¶ Always do your best and never hinder the progress or learning of others. 

 

8. Rewards 

Whilst accepting that a system of rules and sanctions is necessary, most of what goes on 
inside school hours will be of no cause for concern and, indeed, worthy of praise. Staff at 
TBGS actively seek to encourage students as much as possible, not only through verbal 
positive reinforcement, but also through the system of commendations and other awards 
which are in current use. These formal awards are as follows:  

¶ Student of the week - Each week a student is selected to be the student of the week.  
This may be awarded for an exceptional academic or sporting performance or may be 
as the result of a particularly worthy charitable activity or a major contribution to an 
extra-curricular activity either in or out of school. 

¶ Commendations - are awarded at any time during the year for a variety of reasons 
(high quality piece of coursework, a string of top grades, a significant improvement in 
a subject area etc.). Each subject department has its own policy for the award of such 
commendations. The criteria need not necessarily be academic. See Addendum 7 for 
details.   
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¶ Certificate of Merit - (Subject) presented towards the end of the academic year in any 
subject where consistently high marks have been scored. 

¶ Behaviour & Attitudes –
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¶ Referral to HOD – the Head of Department will want to be kept informed of any 

problems related to a student’s academic performance e.g. poor marks, poor 

motivation, unacceptable behaviour in the classroom. 

¶ Referring the student to a senior member of staff  

¶ Letters or phone calls home to parents  

¶ Agreeing a behaviour contract  

¶ Putting a student ‘on report’ (subject specific, or across multiple subjects) 

¶ Isolation 

Failure of a student to comply with basic classroom procedures may result in a formal 
sanction - see separate page ‘Classroom Misbehaviour: Sanctions/The Referral System’ 
(Addendum 2). 

 

9.1 Saturday Detentions (9am-12pm)  
Three detentions, homework defaults, or referral cards, in one term would result in a 
Saturday morning detention of three hours. However, this sanction may also be used for 
repeated incidents of poor behaviour, or serious misbehaviour. Students are required to 
attend in school uniform and will complete academic work during this time. 

 

9.2 Off-Site Behaviour 
Our behavior policy extends to circumstances which occur outside the school gates. 
Students may be disciplined for misbehaviour when the student is: 

¶ Taking part in a school-organised or school related activity. 
¶ Travelling to or from school. 
¶ Wearing school uniform or in some way identifiable as a student at TBGS. 

Where necessary, students may also be disciplined for misbehaviour that: 

¶ Could have repercussions for the orderly running of the school. 
¶ Poses a threat to another student, member of staff, or a member of the public. 
¶ Could adversely affect the reputation of the school. 

 

9.3 Internal Isolation 
We may use isolation in response to serious or persistent breaches of this policy. Students 
may be sent to isolation if they are disruptive during lessons, if they have failed to attend a 
detention, or if they need to be kept apart from their peers. This is not an exhaustive list. 
Students are expected to complete the same work as they would in class. The isolation room 
is managed by a member of SMT and the pastoral team. 

 

9.4 Suspension & Exclusion 
Fixed term suspensions and exclusions are an extreme sanction and only administered by 
the Headteacher (or Deputy acting in that role) in circumstances where there has been a 
serious breach of the School Discipline Policy. Following a fixed term suspension, a 
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readmission meeting is held to discuss the incident and to try and prevent any repeat 
behaviour.  

 

9.5 Permanent Exclusion 
The decision to exclude a student permanently is a serious one and carried out in 
accordance with guidance and protocols from the Local Authority and the DfE. 

 

In exceptional circumstances reflecting the seriousness of an offence, a permanent exclusion 
may be given.  Such circumstances could include: 

• Serious actual or threatened violence to another student or member of staff 

• Incidents including alcohol, or drugs. 

• Carrying an offensive weapon 

• Arson  

• Any other offence the Headteacher considers to be of such seriousness that it 

significantly affects the discipline and well-being of the School. 

Permanent exclusion may also be the final step in a concerted process for dealing with 
disciplinary offences following the unsuccessful use of a wide range of other strategies.  It 
may also be an acknowledgement that all available strategies, both within school and 
involving external agencies, have been exhausted but the student’s behaviour is still causing 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-exclusion


/parents/school-uniform/
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 10.4 Attendance 
Signing Out/In 

¶ A student should always report to Reception before leaving the school site during 

the day e.g. for a medical appointment. 

¶ A Parental note or evidence of the reason for leaving school must be shown at 

Reception. 

¶ If returning to school a student must sign in at Reception upon return. 

10.5 Food and Drink 
• Food and drink should only be consumed in the designated areas (The Retreat, 

Café 6) unless specific permission has been given by a member of staff to eat 

elsewhere. 

• Always put litter in bins provided - take a pride in maintaining tidy surroundings. 

• Students are not permitted to sell food and drink in the school 

10.6 Boundaries and Access 
• There are well-defined outdoor areas for different year groups to meet and play 

games. 

• There is no access to workshops, labs, prep rooms and the medical room unless 

under direct staff supervision. 

• Areas of the school that are not actively supervised by staff are out of bounds.  

• No one should leave the site during school hours without permission.  

10.7 Transport  
¶ Students should observe the basic rules of conduct to and from school. 

¶ To bring a car on site sixth formers must obtain a permit from the Head of Sixth 

Form.  Any such vehicle must be insured for at least third-party liability. 

¶ In normal circumstances, parents are asked not to bring their cars on to site. 

¶ Maximum speed on site is 5 mph. 

10.8 Trading on school premises 
 
Students are not permitted to bring food and drink or any other items for the purpose of 
trading on the school premises.   

 

10.9     Zero-tolerance approach to sexual harassment and sexual violence 
 

TBGS will ensure that all incidents of sexual harassment and/or violence are met with a 
suitable response, and never ignored. 

Students are encouraged to report anything that makes them uncomfortable, no matter how 
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• Causing disorder  

• Hurting themselves or others  

• Damaging property  

Incidents of physical restraint must: 

• Always be used as a last resort  

• Be applied using the minimum amount of force and for the minimum amount of 

time possible  

• Be used in a way that maintains the safety and dignity of all concerned  

• Never be used as a form of punishment  

• Be recorded and reported to parents  

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/searching-screening-and-confiscation
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19. Addendum 2 – Classroom misbehaviour: sanctions/the referral 
card 

Failure of students to comply with basic classroom procedures may result in a formal 
sanction.  Most especially, it should be noted that the following requirements (essential 
ingredients of a Classroom Code) are met: 

 

1) Students will endeavour to be fully prepared for each lesson and to be dressed in full 
school uniform. 

2) Students will be actively engaged in lessons and contribute positively. 

3) Students will always behave in lessons in such a way that no other student’s 
education is disrupted. 

4) Students will record homework in the school diary and then complete them to the 
best of their ability in the allotted time specified. 

 

Managing Disruptive Behaviour – The Referral Card and B1-B3 procedures  

¶ A student will be given a referral card and removed from the classroom for persistent 
disruption to a lesson (e.g. talking out of turn, calling out, turning around, fidgeting, 
etc) 

¶ If a student receives a referral card they will have received two previous warnings 
with regard to their behaviour. 
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¶ At the end of the lesson the student hands the card back to their teacher – the 
teacher gives the card to the Head of House (Pastoral) who ensures a letter home is 
produced. 

¶ The student’s Head of House or tutor will re-issue the card at the morning 
registration following the lesson in which the problem occurred 

¶ The student is likely be given an appropriate punishment by the class teacher for his 
behaviour as well as receiving the referral card  

¶ The student must ask their tutor to sign the card every morning, even when they 
have an assembly 

¶ At the start of every lesson the student must give the card to their teacher, even if 
the lesson is taken by a cover teacher 

¶ If the student’s behaviour is acceptable the teacher will sign his card.  Otherwise, they 
will put a cross through that lesson and explain on the reverse of the card why the 
behaviour was unacceptable 

¶ The student must show the card to his Head of House every day 
¶ The student must ask a parent/carer to sign their card every day 
¶ When the card is complete the student must hand it to his Head of House. 
¶ If a student is given a referral card for the third time in a term they will receive a 

Saturday detention. 
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20 . Addendum 3 – School uniform Years 7 -11 
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21. Addendum 4 – School uniform Years 12 -13 

                                                                        

Boys 

Black Blazer, Main School House Badge and Tie, 

Plain Black ‘V’ necked pullover - used during winter months 

(Pullovers should only be worn under blazers and not instead of blazers) 

Black or Charcoal Grey Trousers, 

White School Shirt – NOT fashion shirt or sports shirt. 

Black shoes – non-canvas/suede, and unbranded, Dark Socks. 

Girls 

Black Blazer/Jacket and house pin badge 

White shirt/Blouse 

Plain black trousers/skirt or black work dress. 

Black work appropriate shoes. 

-



/about-us/policies/
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23. Addendum 6 – Homework – expectations 

Rationale 
Homework is an essential part of the curriculum. Not only does it consolidate and extend 
work done in the classroom but it also helps a student to develop the ability to work on his 
own.  

TBGS is committed to encouraging each one of its students to reach his/her full academic 
potential. Homework forms an integral part of his education and generates a variety of 
worthwhile learning exercises additional to those provided in school so he/she can discipline 
his/her mind, research, revise, manage time and prepare. With this in mind it is incumbent 
upon the teaching staff to ensure that such work is completed (to a high standard) and is 
handed in on time.  

Purposes 
¶ To complement, reinforce and extend work done in the classroom and laboratory. 
¶ To provide the opportunity to acquire skills of independent learning. 
¶ To encourage responsibility for organising studies and self-dependence. 
¶ To provide the opportunity to pursue work to a greater depth at the student’s own pace. 
¶ To provide an opportunity for an important link between home and school. 
¶ To plan and prepare for future lessons in school. 

 
Homework Defaults 

A homework default will be given as a result of the following: 

¶ failure to hand in a piece of work after two requests 
¶ two late submissions of work per half term 
¶ 
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¶ KS4 

X10 commendations – A free school meal voucher – Valid for Chip Friday 

X25 commendations –Movie Time – Centenary Hall/Popcorn/ afternoon viewing. 

X50 commendations – A half day from school – visit to the beach and free time  

X100 commendations – Head teachers Award 

 

Commendation Kings – Electronic leader board – displayed on all computer screens and in 
reception for one week (every 4 weeks when reports are available). The top 3 students in 
each House recognised across the year groups 

Overall winners board – Bespoke achievements board recognising Centurions and the top 
three commendation Kings in each Year group 

¶ Departmental Rewards 

Praise calls – Teachers may phone parents to personally congratulate their son/daughter’s 
achievements. 

Special Recognition Postcards – Handwritten postcards sent directly to parents. Students are 
unaware and receive this as a surprise. Postcards are unique & designed by departments – 
themes relevant to the work they produce.  

Certificates of Merit – Awarded by teaching staff for subject excellence. Certificates are 
awarded at the end of the school year.  

¶ Pastoral Prizes 

Consistent Across House Groups, but recognised in different ways. 

1. Mid Term Review Grades – Each House rewards students from the following criteria: 

- Most improved Mid Term Review Grades 

- Top performers from each year group 

Rewards include – praise calls/postcards/letters home/House pens 

2. Attainment  

Outstanding achievement/progress across a number of subjects to be rewarded with 

praise calls/postcards/letters home/House pens/trophies 

 

3. Commendations 

Certificates awarded publicly in tutor rooms and House assemblies 

¶ Whole School Rewards 

Student of The Week  

Accelerated Reader Prizes – Coordinated by English department   

Celebration Evening  
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TBGS Newsletter – Special recognition through regular newsletter entries 

¶ Personal Development 

Extra-Curricular/Clubs & Societies – Full & Half colours for regular attendance and achievement 

Duke of Edinburgh Award – Bronze/Silver/Gold 

 

25. Addendum 8 – Exclus* n.0.0000nra115 p] TJc2/cer entries
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Headteacher considers to be of such seriousness that it significantly affects the discipline 
and well-being of the school. 

 

3. The school is aware that off-rolling is unlawful. Ofsted defines off-


